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Proposed law creates a law prohibiting the acquisition of immovable property by a foreign adversary (FA) or a person connected with a
foreign adversary (PCFA), which prohibits any FA or any PCFA from purchasing, leasing, or acquiring (PLA) immovable property in
Louisiana; creates provisions on rescission of contracts related to PLA immovable property by a FA; creates a liability provision for
transactions between FA and parties who engage in transactions for PLA immovable property with FA; allows the Attorney General (AG) to
bring an action for injunctive relief on behalf of the state against a FA to enjoin a property transfer; provides consideration for jurisdiction
for an action brought by the AG and recovery for reasonable attorney’s fees and court costs; permits the AG to open investigations upon
securing evidence of attempts by a FA to enter into contracts for PLA immovable property; provides procedural rules for the AG related to
recordation in the public records of a notice of pendency of action (NOPOA) and cancellation of a NOPOA and provides that the AG may
petition the court for an order requiring the judicial sale (JS) of property under a NOPOA against a foreign adversary and that the proceeds
of the JS be deposited in the registry of the court; provides that any proceeds remaining after satisfying all mortgages, liens, privileges,
encumbrances, and other costs of the JS be considered a civil asset forfeiture and paid to the AG to fund VFW services.

Proposed law will not result in any anticipated direct material effect on governmental expenditures to the extent that the
Attorney General (AG) chooses not to pursue claims for injunctive relief, open investigations, order judicial sales, or engage
in civil asset forfeiture of property which involves transactions for purchasing, acquiring, or leasing immovable property by
foreign adversaries or persons connected with foreign adversaries.

To the extent that the AG chooses to pursue claims for injunctive relief, open investigations, order judicial sales, or engage
in civil asset forfeiture of property which involves transactions for purchasing, acquiring, or leasing immovable property by
foreign adversaries or persons connected with foreign adversaries under proposed law, the LFO presumes that the AG will be
required to secure additional personnel to address increased workload, if it cannot absorb the workload using existing
resources.

Proposed law will not result in any anticipated direct material effect on governmental revenues to local courts in which
proceedings related to the judicial sale of property (which involves transactions for purchasing, acquiring, or leasing
immovable property by foreign adversaries or persons connected with foreign adversaries) are held, to the extent that the
AG chooses not to pursue judicial sales and that remaining proceeds of those sales are not deposited in the registry of the
court in which those actions are pursued. Proposed law will also not result in any anticipated direct material effect on SGR
to the AG to the extent that the AG does not recover reasonable attorneys fees or court costs associated with pursuing
injunctive relief or ordering judicial sales of property which involves transactions for purchasing, acquiring, or leasing
immovable property by foreign adversaries or persons connected with foreign adversaries.

To the extent that the AG chooses to pursue injunctive relief or seek orders of judicial sales of property which involves
transactions for purchasing, acquiring, or leasing immovable property by foreign adversaries or persons connected with
foreign adversaries, proposed law will likely result in an increase in SGR to the AG and an increase in local revenue to courts
in which proceedings ordering judicial sales of property (which involves transactions for purchasing, acquiring, or leasing
immovable property by foreign adversaries or persons connected with foreign adversaries) are held.
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